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1 
The following problem was raised by P. Turan [5]. Let 
-l=X,,<X,-l,n< ... <.&<xrn=l (1.1) 
be the zeros of 
7c,(X)=(1-X2)P;-,(X), (1.2) 
where P,(x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree n. Let f be an arbitrary 
polynomial of degree <2n - 1. For what choice of Jk,,, pkn (k = 1, 2, . . . . n) 
do we have 
s 
1 
J(x) fix= ei ~kn.mkn) + Ii PknY(XknY (1.3) 
k=l k=l 
The above problem was solved by one of us [6]. Later in 1986, the first 
author [7] even gave a very simple method of determining &, &,, which 
makes no use of Turan fundamental polynomials of (0,2) interpolation 
based on the nodes (1.2). It is very natural to raise the following generaliza- 
tion of the Turan problem. Let f be an arbitrary polynomial of degree 
<2n - 1; determine &,,,, pknm, k = 1,2, . . . . n, such that 
s 
1 
-If(x) dx = k$l ~knmf(xkn) + i ~knmf(m)(Xkn)* (1.4) 
k=l 
When m = 2, we observed that 1, > 0, pUkn >0, k = 1,2, . . . . n. 
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It is worthy to investigate whether a similar situation prevails in which 
m is an even positive integer. 
The object of this paper is to consider the above problem when m = 3 
and m = 4 with the following modifications. Here we will prescribe Birkho 
data at the internal nodes and Hermite data at the end points & 1. ore 
precisely we shall prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let f be any given polynomial of degree f2n - I. Then for 
n 3 4 there exists a unique choice of A,,, B,, C,, D, such that 
s 1 n-1 fbkn) _lf(x)dx=(f(l)+f’(-l))A,+B,,k~2p2- (x n 1 kn ) 
n-1 xkn(l - X:n)f”‘~Xkn~ 
-tG(f’(l)-f’(-l))+D, c 
pi- lbkn) ’ 
(W 
k=2 
where the xkn’s are the zeros of TC,(X) given by (1.3). Further 
- - 
A,= 
8n2 - 25n + 24 
B,= 4(n 2)(2n 3) n(2n - 1)(2n* (1.6) - 8n + 9)’ n(2n - 1)(2n2 - 8n + 9) 
-1 
Cx=(2n-1)(2n2-8n+9)’ 
1 
D,= 
n(n-1)(2n-1)(2n2-8n+9)’ (l.?l 
We shall also prove: 
THEOREM 2. Let f be an arbitrary polynomial of degree <2n - 1. Then 
for n > 6 there exists a unique choice of a,, , b,, c,, d, such that 
s 
1 
-~f(x)dx=(f(l)+f(-l))u.+b,~~~&(:;~k) n 
+c,(f'(l)-f'(-I))+& n~l('-:i"';"~xk~)~ 61.8) 
k=2 n 1 kn 
Moreover, 
8n3 - 48n* + 88n - 60 
a’ = n(2n - 1)(2n3 - 13n’ + 29n - 24) 
(1.9) 
b, = 
8n3 - 48n2 + 94n - 60 
n(2n - 1)(2n3 - 13n2 + 29n - 24) 
2 
C”=(2n-1)(2n3-13n2+29n-24) 
(1.11) 
d,= -‘, 
4n(n- 1)’ 
(1.12) 
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From Theorem 1 the following corollary may be deduced. 
COROLLARY. Let f~ c[ - 1, 11. Then for n > 4 
Firnm (f(l) +f(- 1)) A, + B, “il P{!:E:n)l = jf ,f(x) dx. 
k=2 
Concerning various aspects of Birkhoff quadrature, we may refer to the 
book of Lorentz et al. [3]. Another related work is due to Nevai and 
Varma [4]. 
2 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let f be an arbitrary polynomial of degree 
< 2n - 1. This we shall denote byfe n2n _, . The following identity will play 
an important role in determining our quadrature formula (1.5): 
s 1 x( 1 - x2)f”‘(x) dx -1 
From the known result [2], it also follows that if fE rczn- 3 then for ~12 2 
we have 
s )]. (2.2) 
Next, we note that iffE rcznP3 we have (here we use (2.1) and (2.2) as well) 
n-1 xkn(l --dntn)fu’(Xkn) n(n- l) ’ 
c 
p:- 1bkn) 
=- 
k=2 2 s 
x(l _ X2)f”(X) d 
X 
-1 
=n(n-l)lf’(l)-f’(-l)-3(S(1)+f.(-l))+3S11f(x)dxl. (2.3) 
We can also rewrite (2.2) as 
fli1 fbkn) n(n-1) 1 
p:- ltXkn) 2 
=- _If(x)dx-(f(l)+f(-l)). 
s 
(2.41 
k=2 
It is now easy to complete the proof of (1.5). First let f~ nznmz. Then on 
using (2.3), (2.4) the rhs of (1.5) can be expressed by 
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+C,(f'(l)-f'(-l))+D,,n(n-l)jf'(l)-f'(-1) 
+jl f(~)di~~B,+3n(h-1)D,:l. 
-1 
On using (1.6), (1.7) we observe that 
A,-B,-33n(n-l)D,=O, C,= -n(n- 1) D,, 
and 
2 
B,,+60,=-----. 
n(n - 1) 
Therefore, the rhs of (1.5) is equal to fL1f(x) dx iffE 7c2n--3. 
Next, we will show that if&(x) = E,(X) P; _ 1(x) (1.5) still is valid. For 
this purpose we note the following observations: 
fb(l)= 
-n’(n - 1)2 
2 5 
fd"bJ= 
12r?(n - 1)2 Xkn Pi- 1(X&J 
= - 1-x:, 9 k 2, 3, . . . . n 2, 
s 
1 n-1 
px)dx=2n2jln;? k;2&=n(n-;)-2. 
kn 
On substituting these expressions in (1.5) we obtain 
2n(n-l)= l 
2n-1 s 
-lfo(x)dx= C,(-n*(n-l)*)+D,y 12nzy~xyxim. 
k=2 kn 
In other words we must prove 
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2 
-= -C,(Y1(M-l))+12Y1(Y1-l)D, -(n-2)+ 
2n-1 { 
n(n-l)-2 
4 
I 
= -C,(n(n - 1)) - 12C, 
r:+“t 
2 -= -c,(4n2 - 16n + 18}. 
2n-1 
But this is valid in view of (1.7). 
Finally, iff is any odd polynomial of degree <2n - 1 (1.5) is obviously 
valid. This proves Theorem 1. Proof of Theorem 2 is similar to Theorem 1, 
so we omit the details. 
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